An Architecture Of Human Desolation
lyrics

1. With Tyrants In Chaos
Raped flesh speaks - dominions of darkness
Sinners for freedom in hell
Carved in the ashes of betrayal
Mighty night of forever bleeds for you
Bloodgutted soldiers of Satan
Uttering verses from the book of the damned
The rising I will endure
Singing of victory in death
Breath of fire, haunting in misery
Angels seems scared, we will prevail
Cold and black as my blood
My truth is what you belive

3. Kingdom Come
I slit your throat wide open
Your mouth is filled with dirt
Created with might, undone by glory
The smell of your life is fading
My swords of reckoning shall smile
Unholy machinery of filth divine
The gates are open, our love was never lost
Fueled by pictures of triumph
The relentless power of perversions
Kingdom Come

4. Awaken Isolation

Bloodgutted soldiers of Satan
Uttering verses from the book of the damned
The rising I will endure
Singing of victory in death

Our future isolated, mind melted
In the past the legions expands
Earth is expired, earth Is ours
Salvation for those spawned out of darkness

Chaos controlled
Tyrants calk with me
Climbing the abyss

The world shall evermore somber, In our rotten,
cold, black

2. An Eternity Of Human Decay

Born from within, born of sin
Into the soil, out of our souls

Within the ministry of death divine
The art of the morbid unfolds
With relentless hate, my swords sings of faith
The fall of fall, never lost, the cause and call

No sinister and wingcut
They scream of heavens as they fall into hell
Sodomized, our beauty is theirs
Awakened in our newly born kingdom

The perfection of a portrait
An eternity of human decay
To suffer the reapers scythe
To make this worlds last eat

Born from within, born of sin
Into the soil, out of our souls
The world shall evermore somber, In our rotten,
cold, black

Made in blood
Made of skin

5. Bloodsoiled World

Soaked in rottendom
An eternity of human decay
A world that presents my art

The world’s opening, filthy
An abomination in the ways of art
Old and dead, its rottening corpse still disgusts

Made in blood
Made of skin

Angels of no mercy, let there be no hope
The human race is the fall of it all
The smell of dying, a fetus on its own
One world in pain, is by man, no concern at all

Soaked in rottendom
An eternity of human decay
A world that presents my art

The world’s opening, filthy
An abomination in the ways of art

Old and dead, its rottening corpse still disgusts

7. Cancelled Creation Reconstructed

Rivers of cum, raining blood, suffocate in vomit
God is by us, long since forsaken, hell is life on earth

Disconnected from the network of pain
We create the beautiful nation on earth
Feast on flesh the perfection was lost long ago
In cancelled creations we place our comfort

Hate fuels life, life made pain
Let this be, our bloodsoiled world
Hate fuels life, life made pain
Let this be, our bloodsoiled world
The world’s opening, filthy
An abomination in the ways of art
Old and dead, its rottening corpse still disgusts
Rivers of cum, raining blood, suffocate in vomit
God is by us, long since forsaken, hell is life on earth

6. Poems Of Cold
The final exit, you’ll reap
The end is death by cold
My life is of cold
Thy death, thy cold

Reconstructed for the pleasure of your death
This is where the light can come clean
Your God is of no concern
This hell is black and white
The context of nothing is a book of lies
The essence of anything is what thus do herself
Disconnected from the network of pain
We create the beautiful nation on earth
Feast on flesh the perfection was lost long ago
In cancelled creations we place our comfort
Reconstructed for the pleasure of your death
This is where the light can come clean

Haste is of essence, as your last breath has been
inhaled, Now, exhale!

The context of nothing is a book of lies
The essence of anything is what thus do herself

These are the poems of cold
This is the night of death sentenced men
There is the dawn of chaos
Here lies the end made of cold

8. God Dethroned

Fumes from your mouth
Thy life passing on, of hate, of cold
Sermons of revelation
Sermons of life, sermons of frozen cold knives
Purity comes out of nothing as nothing of pure is
made flesh
My nothing is no longer an issue, my nothing is here
my own death
My flesh is made cold
My flesh is my end
My flesh is made old
and my heart is now dead
…shut of cold

They’re coming – Looking for the greater position in
hellThe divison – the league of doom approaches
God dethroned
Repent
At the end you’ll see the line
Control
The leashes on leaches “so let it be done!”
This pain is what we have found as our guiding light
this is the darkness that covers our wounds
The sorrow’s from the abyss
Obliged to answer “I do!”
Murder, chaos and terror!
Bow down before me
Crown the king and letting death come untold
Suffer the wrath of the antichrist
Undead hordes marching to regain! Cultists and
demons hand in hand.
The mirrors to the close-ups, soulless we regain!
Combat the foes of lesser knowledge, Free will!
“So let it be done!”

Repent
At the end you’ll see the line
Control
The leashes on leaches “so let it be done!”

Where the dead end
Humanity is rottening
Where we share the plague
Humanity is rottening

9. Wraith

I’m one old dead rotting tree
I’m one old dead rotting tree
Thoughts that end on that field
Lying in our own cold and red

Incapable of thinking, destruction meets no end
As voices speaks to me, -Kill in the name of darkness!
I march with a face of fury, when I raise my fist in
glory.
Occupation, doombringer, the only sense is madness.
I am a God forbid, I am wrathfilled
Slayer, of the light
A seed of pain, within the reaper
Inprisoned by lies and death
The lies at dusk, speak truth at dawn
And the angels are begging for mercy
Occupation, doombringer, the only sense is madness.
I am a God forbid, I am wrathfilled
Slayer, of the light
A seed of pain, within the reaper
Inprisoned by lies and death

10. Intellectual Breed
..

11. Prespawned holocaust
The field of death is ever growing
For every generation inherent suffering
Where the dead end, humanity is rottening
Where we share the plague, humanity is rottening
Mankind has been dismembered
Someone butchers strangers with a knife
anyone can suffocate then rape
I will suffocate the rape
The dead are laughing at our prespawned holocaust
Here is no demons
none different
We stand amongst the trees

The dead are laughing at our prespawned holocaust
I am one old dead rottening
I am one old dead rottening
I am one old dead rottening

